FEATURES
Weather proof / dust proof

END-TO-END PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Every commercial outdoor LED Video Wall is
unique and each comes with its own
challenges. We are here to advise and guide you
through every step - from design to installation
and even providing maintenance we can
provide full end-to-end project management
where required. Nationwide, based in
Stockport near Manchester city centre.

DESIGN

INSTALLATION

MAINTENANCE

OUTSTANDING HIGH BRIGHTNESS

Addsoft Outdoor LED display are rugged with IP
65 and IP 66 which makes them withstand
adverse weather conditions and deliver vibrant
quality output.

Brightness and contrast
An outdoor LED display has a lot more
brightness than its indoor counterpart enabling
it to delivery vibrant images even in direct
sunlight.

Customized design
Our inhouse design team helps you customize
the LED display with respect to size, shape, pixel
pitch or display resolution.

Auto adjusting to daylight
Our smart LED video wall are capable of autoadjusting the brightness levels as per the
natural lighting without any manual
intervention.
With an incredible brightness level of
6,000cd/m2 the LED Video Wall has outstanding
visibility. The display is sunlight readable even in
direct sunlight instantly catching attention from
viewers ensuring your content is always seen.

OPTIMISED OUTDOOR VIEWING DISTANCES

Application
Our enhance software design team helps you to
design customised application.

Sensor
We i nte g rate w i t h d i ffe re nt s e n s o r
humidity, temperature, daylight, door open etc.

EASY INSTALATION
The Outdoor LED Video Walls are designed for
longer viewing distances with multiple pixel
pitch options depending on your budget and
requirements.

Their light and compact design as well as
magnetic modules, positioning pins and simple
cabinet structure make them ideal for either
permanent installations or rental jobs.

TM

STK (Safety Training Kiosk )

Addsoft empowers organisations with intelligent and customised solutions that enhance safety, compliance
and productivity. We are nimble, innovative and passionate about delivering an exceptional user experience
while ensuring a strong return on investment. With many year of experience in risk, safety and technology
innovation, we have the knowledge and expertise to build an outstanding compliance management solution
that will serve your needs and ensure total safety and success across your organisation.
Safety is always a concern for every organisation and to train the employees so that unfortunate incidence can
be avoided, preparedness & continual training is the best practice. Classroom training via trainer is the method
for safety training but it is time & resource consuming. Evaluation of Safety Training and documentation is an
important aspect.
STK (Safety Training Kiosk) ™ is a complete solution with necessary hardware & software for Capturing the
details of the trainees, Creating training modules, Demonstration of training videos, Evaluation & generating
reports.
Our STK (Safety Training Kiosk) ™ is designed to digitize the world of Health & Safety training by self-service
Safety training / induction program. our Solution is an interactive touch screen-based kiosk with audio & video
that supports regional languages. By watching the incorporated video & audio,
users can be trained in a short time. The evaluation module which helps in
conforming the effectiveness of the safety training.

SAFETY TRAINING KIOSK

Brief about STK (Safety Training Kiosk) ™: The STK is a touch screenbased kiosk with Many components like Camera, biometric, Printer,
Breath Analyser etc. The user approaches the kiosk and choose his
language of choice. and after selecting category of his choice like
visitor, employee, driver, Contract labour, the system takes photo
and Biometric with Breath analyser data, after that user has to
select training module, a safety training video will be played after
completion of video a quiz related to training module played to
understand the effectiveness of training after successful
completion of quiz safety permit generated.

STK (Safety Training Kiosk )TM Software has Major Features
u
u
u
u
u
u

Safety Training Module Creation
Safety program Demonstration
Safety Training Evalution
Generation of Safety Permit
Participation Details Using
Mobile App
Generation of Analytic Report

The system is having self-managed facility for Administrator, the concern in charge can upload content and
question bank with different regional languages of their own without any dependency.
STK also provides a rich library of industry standard safety videos which can be customized for specific industry.
That helps the Administrator to create different training modules for different Trainee Types. However,
administrator can create their own training videos, question bank & upload in the system.
Safety Program Demonstration: Usually the system will be placed in self play mode at the gate / safety training
room. The interactive menu helps the user navigate through the safety program in the chosen language. The
system would display the Audio & Video program in the selected language like English, Oriya and Hindi etc.

Application Module:
u STK Client: For the use of the trainee registration, watch safety video, appear test and issue of safety

permit.
u STK Admin: For use of the administrator to set kiosk information, set languages, create training

modules, upload training media, create question bank, generate reports.
u STK Mobile App: To view the kiosk information and generate report remotely from administrators
Android Mobile.
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(AT-GTS)

Group Training System
by ADDSOFT

WHY NEED AT-GTS

To keep the work placesafe.
Manage regulatory requirement
Save time and Money
Improve performance
Customize content easily
Conduct Group tests
Manage classroom training

KEY FEATURE
Course and Content Management
Question Bank Management
User Management
Reporting and Analytics
Notification
Safety Training Evaluation

GTS

GROUP
TRAINING
SYSTEM

We, at Addsoft, have created a
Solution 'Do It Right' to help industries.
to ensure 100% adherence to SoP. The
system called as Addsoft Group
Training System (AT-GTS) makes it
easier for industries to provide group
training and assessment. The system
assigns, administers and documents
the results of participants. Its
enhanced features and capabilities
offers flexibility, customization and
ease-of-use.

BENEFITS
Ÿ Reduce the number and severity of incidents

through a more educated and aware work force.
Ÿ Easily report training compliance and employee

progress
Ÿ Reducing corporate learning and development

Ÿ Reducing training time and improving performance

of workforce
Ÿ Targeting diverse learning gaudiences
Ÿ Supports multiple languages, including English,

Hindi & All Indian Regional Languages

expenditures

KEY FEATURE
COURSE AND CONTENT MANAGEMENT:

REPORTING AND ANALYTICS:

The primary purpose of Group Training System (AT-GTS) is to
effectively create and manage training courses and learning
material. AT-GTS allows the administrators to effortlessly create
and manage training courses and content. The Audio & Video
training program in the selected language like English, Oriya and
Hindi and all indian languages will be played on a Large Display.
The administrator can also create & upload questions for
evaluation of the safety training.

AT-GTS equipped with various reporting and analytics modules
to assess the effectiveness training sessions as well as trainee
performance and progress.

QUESTION BANK MANAGEMENT:
Administrator can create a question bank and the system asks
selected question sinran do morder with multiple choice answers.
Minimum score can be set up for passing the examand the trainee
can retake the exam in case of failure

NOTIFICATION:
AT-GTS is equipped with auto notification system that
facilitates to notify the trainees of upcoming training schedule.

USER MANAGEMENT:
AT-GTS facilitates effective user management, such as creating
groups of trainees, managing group registration, deactivation of
trainee accounts, and induction of new users.
SAFETY TRAINING EVALUATION:
After briefing of Training Content through Audio Visual
programs, questions in their chosen language will be displayed
on the screen of hand held android de vices of the trainee swith
multiple choice so answers. The trainee has to choose the correct
answer within the given time frame.
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